
Can you help planning the following projects to take place in the near future 
by offering to share your Time, your Talents & possibly your Treasures? 
 
Please let us know by completing one of the cards available in the display 
holder and dropping it in the Red Box provided. Thank you. 
 

- Install New Heating/Cooling System 

 
Spare parts for our ageing Boiler (circa 40 yrs. old) are now obsolete 
 

- Update Audio System 

                                     
Microphones and speakers not working properly most of the time and 
several parishioners cannot participate satisfactorily in the Celebrations  
 
 



- Continue to Update Lighting 

 
Fluorescent tubes are now obsolete and need to be replaced with LED 
 

- Insulate Interior of Church Roof 

 
Heating produced escapes through the roof 

 
- Create new Emergency Exit by Votive Candle Stand 

 
- Reposition Sacred Heart Stand & Statue, Organ and Choir Seating 

                                
Provide a more comfortable arrangement and a clearer sound effect 



- Treat Wooden Cladding around Church & Hall Roof        

                   
Parts of the cladding around the church building is falling down and the 
cladding around the hall has not been treated for 10 years 
 

- Repave External Pathway outside the parish Office 

                                    
 
 

- Install Retractable Projector Screen in the Church 

 
Provide the facility to display hymns, prayers and other liturgical visual aids 

 



In addition to the above projects there are small jobs which are required to be 
carried out regularly in the church and around the car park and grounds: 
 

- Clear leaves and other items from gutters around church roof at least twice a year 
 

- Clear weeds and rubbish in car park and church grounds when needed 

                                 
 
 

- Tend to small flower bed to the left of driveway as needed 

                                 
 
 

- Prune tree branches overhanging car park fence 

        

- Carry out repairs to blinds in the hall 
 
- Wash all windows as well as glass of Emergency 

Exit Doors inside and out, in the church and in 
Emmaus Hall. 
 

- Replace burnt out light bulbs and tubes 
throughout all buildings when needed. 


